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Measurements of absolute binding energies of hypernuclei contribute to a comprehensive un-

derstanding of the interaction between nucleons and hyperons (YN interaction). Hypernuclear

decay-pion spectroscopy is devised as a new method to deduce the absolute binding energy of

light hypernuclei with an accuracy of∼30 keV. The first feasibility experiment was performed in

2011 and the second experiment was performed in 2012 using the high intensity electron beam

of the Mainz Microtron C (MAMI-C). We successfully identified the pionic decay events from
4
ΛH using a positron absorber in the second experiment. However, as continuous pion background

events from quasifree hyperons cannot be negligible, we learned that a collimator should be in-

stalled around the beam target to suppress the background events. We expect to suppress 70%

background using the collimator. The next experiment is planed in early summer of 2014.
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1. Introduction

Investigations of nuclear force and hyperon force are essential for understandings of nuclear
structure and high density matter such as a neutron star. Strengths of nuclear forces have been tuned
very well to reproduce the richNN scattering data. These scattering data led to realisticNN forces
such as CD Bonn[1], AV18[2], Nijmegen I and II[3]. By contrast, strengths of hyperon forces are
not yet well understood due to limitedYN scattering data. Experimental data for energy structures
of hypernuclei are important inputs to understand the hyperon force.

Precise measurements of binding energies in light hypernuclei have been performed by emul-
sion technique half a century ago [4]. This is precious data to constrain theYN interaction. A large
charge symmetry breaking (CSB) effect of theΛN interaction was advocated with the results of
emulsion data; nevertheless the effect is still under discussion. The starting point of this argument
is a 350 keV binding energy differences of ground states inA= 4 iso-doublet hypernuclei namely,
4
ΛH (0+) and4

ΛHe (0+). This energy difference is several times larger than the difference of the
A = 3 iso-doublet nuclei,3H and3He, after a correction of the Coulomb effects [5]. Theoretical
calculations with a mixing effect ofΣ hyperons reproduce the differences in theA = 4 hypernu-
clear system; however, it is difficult to explain quantitatively [6][7] and phenomenologicalΛN CSB
potential was introduced to reproduce it [8].

Recently, the absolute binding energy of7
ΛHe was provided by JLab E01-011 experiment using

the (e,e′K+) reaction [9], so that the binding energies became complete in theA = 7 iso-triplet
hypernuclei7ΛHe (1/2+), 7

ΛLi ∗ (1/2+), and7
ΛBe (1/2+) [4][10]. In addition, recent progress of cluster

calculations made quantitative predictions of binding energies in theA= 7 hypernuclei with CSB
and without CSB effect which is necessary for reproducing theA = 4 hypernuclear system [11].
According to the discussion of these works experimental data ofA = 7 hypernuclei may prefer
the calculation without CSB though CSB is necessary to explain the mass difference ofA = 4
systems. The inconsistency indicated that phenomenological CSB potential might be too naive
and motivated to measure again the binding energies ofA = 4 hypernuclear iso-doublet with the
state-of-the-art experimental technique since they are the starting point of theΛN CSB argument.

2. Overview of the hypernuclear decay pion spectroscopy

The hypernuclear decay pion spectroscopy was designed to measure the binding energy of
hypernuclear ground state with an accuracy of 30 keV [12]. The mass of hypernuclei is deduced
by detecting monochromatic pions from two-body decays of hypernuclei stopped in the target as
follows,

Mhyp=
√

M2
nucl+ p2

π− +
√

M2
π− + p2

π− , (2.1)

whereMhyp is mass of hypernucleus,Mnucl mass of daughter nucleus,Mπ− mass of pion, andpπ−

momentum of decay pion. As the uncertainties of the masses in the daughter nucleus and the pion
are negligible comparing with the uncertainty of momentum, the precision of pion momentum
measurement mainly determines the resolution of hypernuclei masses. A thin target and a high
intensity beam are required to be minimized the energy straggling effect for decay pions with
keeping high hypernuclei yield in the experiment. At least one high-resolution spectrometer is also
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Figure 1: The experimental setup of hypernuclear decay pion spectroscopy in 2012. We irradiated 1.508
GeV electron beam to a9Be target. The target thickness was 120µm, and it was tilted by 54◦ with respect
to the incident electron beam. Pions from hypernuclear decay were measured its momentum in Spek-A and
Spek-C. The angle of Spek-C was adjusted by normal angle for the target to minimize the energy straggling
effect of pion. Kaons were tagged in Kaos to identify the hyperon formation. Lead wall and second layer of
aerogel Cherenkov detector (AC2) were newly installed to improve kaon identification in 2012 beam time.

required to measure theπ− momentum accurately. In addition,K+ is detected simultaneously to
tag strangeness formation.

The MAMI-C accelerator can provide a continuous electron beam with a high intensity up
to ∼100 µA. Furthermore, two well-studied high resolution spectrometers are installed in the A1
experimental hall: Spek-A and Spek-C [13], which have relative momentum resolution of 10−4 and
28 msr large solid angle acceptance, simultaneously. The spectrometer forK+ tagger, Kaos, is also
installed, which has short central trajectories of∼7 m and a large momentum acceptance of±25%.
For this reason, MAMI is suitable place to perform the hypernculear decay pion spectroscopy. We
have performed the first experiment in 2011 and an updated experiment in 2012.

Figure1 shows the experimental setup of hypernuclear decay pion spectroscopy in 2012. A
beam target adopt 120µm thick 9Be, which was tilted by 54 degree with respect to the incident
electron beam to get better hypernuclei yield and minimize the energy straggling effect of pion.
Kaos spectrometer was installed at a very forward angle to keep a high yield of kaons. Detectors of
Kaos consist of three planes of plastic scintillators to get time of flight (TOF) and amount of energy
deposited information, two planes of threshold type aerogel Cherenkov detectors to discriminate
between pions and kaons, and lead wall with a thickness of 10∼14 cm to absorb positron showers
from the beam target. Well established magnetic spectrometers Spek-A and Spek-C were placed at
the backward of the target to get a better signal-to-background ratio, since backgrounds concentrate
in forward angles although pions from hypernuclei decay uniformly. Detectors of pion spectrom-
eters consist of two sets of drift chambers to reconstruct tracks, two planes of plastic scintillators
to measure timing, and a threshold-type gas Cherenkov detector to discriminate between pions and
electrons.

In the experiment, typical beam current was adopted by 20µA. The total collected charge was
20 C in 2 weeks.
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Figure 2: The momentum distribution of the decayed pion from hyperons and hypernuclei. The pions
from 4

ΛH were identified at 133 MeV/c in Spek-C, which is consistent with emulsion experiment [4]. The
peak significance was obtained by the number of counts in two bins around 133 MeV/c. The accidental
background was obtained from off-coincidence events, and was scaled by the width of time window. The
shape of the quasifree background was estimated by results of a Monte Carlo simulation including angular
and energy dependences of kaons [15] and Fermi motion of nuclei in9Be target [14]. The normalization
was obtained by a maximum likelihood fit ignoring the peak region and taking into account the accidental
background.

3. Results

Figure2 shows momentum distribution in Spek-C after selecting kaons in Kaos, namely the
momentum distribution of the pion events from hyperon decay. We successfully identified the
4
ΛH candidate with a peak significance of∼3 sigma (allowing all momenta within the momentum
acceptance of the spectrometer) on top of the continuous accidental background and quasifree
hyperon decay events. The yield of quasifree hyperons can be explained by a estimation from
elementary cross section. The pilot experiment showed that this experimental method is promising.
However, as quasifree background is not negligible, we have to get not only higher yield but also
better background suppression.

4. Future plan

We are planning to perform an updated experiment with better suppression of quasifree back-
ground. A collimator which allows pion to pass from the target but blocks them from outside of the
target will be installed to suppress the contamination of quasifree background. Figure3 shows a
result of Monte Carlo simulation for the momentum distribution of quasifree hyperons. It includes
the angular and energy dependence of kaons and Fermi motion in the same way as Figure2. About
70% reduction of quasifree background is expected around 133 MeV/c with the collimator. In ad-
dition, Spek-A will also cover the momentum around 133 MeV/c to get higher yield of4

ΛH. We
plan to perform next generation experiment in early summer of 2014.

5. Summary

We have performed two experiments of hypernuclear decay pion spectroscopy at MAMI-C in
2011 and 2012 to establish this new experimental technique. These experiments aim at the mass
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Figure 3: Expected momentum distribution of pions from hyperon decay. It is normalized by the counts
of quasifree background at 133 MeV/c with the experiment in 2012. The momentum acceptance of Spek-C
was also shown in the histogram. The background is expected to be reduced by∼70%, after the selection of
±5 mm with respect to the direction of the electron beam at the target using collimator.

spectroscopy of hypernuclei with an accuracy of 30 keV/c2. A peak of4
ΛH events was identified

and it proved that the experimental method is promising. We will perform an improved experiment
in 2014 to obtain higher yield and less background.
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